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BBB Announces 2021 Spark Award Finalists
Cincinnati, OH. (Sept. 24th, 2021) — The BBB Spark Awards celebrates exceptional
new businesses, startup founders and young entrepreneurs. The program launched in 2019 in
partnership with StartupCincy to recognize new businesses in operation fewer than three years
and business leaders 35 years and younger.
This year, eight businesses were named finalists: Black Bull Capital Partners, Breakthrough
Accelerator, Cover 3 Marketing, Geary Defense LLC, Person to Person Home Health LLC,
Steam Clean Cincy LLC, Straight Lay Tile & Marble LLC, and Vasantha Tech.
Spark is a local initiative to support new businesses and young entrepreneurs that demonstrate
exceptional character, build extraordinary organizational culture and are committed to giving
back to the community.
“It is a privilege to get to know the incredible businesses that make up this year’s class of Spark
Award Finalists and Winners,” said Jocile Ehrlich, president and CEO of BBB Cincinnati. “The
strength of their commitment to building businesses with remarkable character is truly
inspirational, and it’s an honor to celebrate them.”
Out of the eight finalists, three will be named winners and recognized at the upcoming Torch
Awards for Ethics—Greater Cincinnati’s only ethics-centered awards program. This year’s event
is virtual and will be livestreamed on Thursday, October 21st on BBB’s Facebook page at 12
PM.
Like BBB’s Facebook page to get more information about the event, and to be one of the first to
claim a free ticket to the event. To learn more about the Spark Awards, and find out if you’re
eligible to apply in 2022, go to Sparkcincy.org.
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